
Julius Caesar Review 
Be able to identify the characters as portrayed below. 

1. Warns Caesar to be wary of the Ides of March 
2. Caesar’s wife, Has dreams of Caesar’s statue raining blood 
3. Roman senators that retaliate against Caesar by undecorating his statues 
4. Was to be crowned ruler of Rome, Suffers from “the falling sickness”, Appears to Brutus 

as a ghost 
5. Delivers a speech that turns the Romans against the Conspirators, Leads the Roman 

army alongside Octavius 
6. Brutus’s wife, Dies by swallowing coals 
7. A diviner who writes and tries to deliver a written warning to Caesar 
8. Witnessed flaming figures and a docile lion, the first Conspirator to stab Caesar 
9. The last Conspirator to stab Caesar, Leads an army with Cassius, Runs on his own sword 

in the last scene of the play 
10. Caesar’s nephew 
11. Assists in Cassius’s death 
12. Assists in Brutus’s suicide 
13. Claims to have saved Caesar from drowning, Shares a birthday with the date of the war, 

Formerly Pindarus’s master 
14. A member of the Second Triumvirate alongside Octavius and Antony 

 

Know the following items related to the play. 

1. Prior to the beginning of the play who has Caesar defeated in war? 
2. What is the name of the celebration Caesar and others attend in Act 1? 
3. How does Cassius plot to persuade Brutus to join his cause? 
4. How many times does Caesar reject the crown? 
5. Momentarily, who do the conspirators also consider killing? 
6. How does Portia attempt to prove her worthiness to Brutus? 
7. What do the priests discover about the sacrifice Caesar had them prepare? 
8. Which conspirator downplays Calphurnia’s nightmare to trick Caesar? 
9. What do the conspirators do following the death of Caesar? 
10. What attribute did Brutus point to when explaining why Caesar needed to be killed? 
11. What document does Antony provide to rile up the plebeians? 
12. How many drachmas does each Roman citizen get following Caesar’s death? 
13. What is the name of the man the enraged plebeians attack? 
14. What is the name of the area the Conspirators’ campsite is located in? 
15. Who barges in on an argument between Brutus and Cassius? 



16. Where is the battlefield located? 
17. Which soldier takes his own life believing Cassius’s death is his fault? 
18. Which soldier pretends to be Brutus when captured? 
19. At the end of the play, what does Antony say regarding Antony? 

 
 
 
Be able identify the vocabulary terms from the play. 

1. Portentous 

2. Mettle 

3. Cogitations 

4. Emulate 

5. Appertain 

6. Oration 

7. Malice 

8. Engendered 

9. Ensign 

10.  Legacies 

11. Covetous 

 
 
Be prepared to answer the following questions on the day of the test (4 - 5 sentences each). 
These will be 3 points a piece on the test. 
 

1. What role do omens, nightmares, and supernatural phenomenon play in Julius Caesar? 
a. Hint: Consider the omens various characters see, supernatural phenomenon 

such as Caesar’s ghost, etc. and what they foreshadow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

2. Though there are many notable characters throughout the play, Brutus stands out due to 
his actions and status as a tragic hero. List, at least, three tragic hero traits and explain 
how Brutus relates to them. 

a. Hint: Remember the 5 tragic hero traits: Mixture of good and bad, Goes on a 
journey, Fatal flaw, Capacity for suffering, 

  

 

 


